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DEPARTMENT
OF CIVIL

ENGINEERING
We are glad to
see you!

To impart latest knowledge and skills so
as to kindle innovation and creativity
among students

·To provide quality Education by
preparing a Strong willed, socially
committed and Dynamic Engineers
for the Future.
·To enrich their knowledge in the
areas of academic, research and
industry by moulding professionals in
the field of Civil Engineering to build a
sustainable world.
·To impart quality education and
mould technically sound, ethically
responsible professionals in the field
of Civil Engineering.
·To prepare the students with a broad
skill set of creativity, critical thinking
and effective communication skills to
meet the desired needs of the society.
·To develop state of the art
infrastructure and research for
effective teaching learning process.
·To strengthen soft skills especially
for rural students through co-
curricular and extracurricular
activities.

VISION

MISSION
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The Yabuli Entrepreneurs’ Congress Center was
envisioned as a facility to foster growth, innovative
thinking, and continuous evolution. Its goal is to form a
landscape of ideas, nature, and art and to stand as a
significant meeting place for Chinese and international
entrepreneurs alike.
Construction began in 2018 and was completed early in
2020. The project relied on exceptional technology and
engineering to realize its beautiful and complex design.
The end result is an extraordinary venue that highlights
the relationship between technology, modern industrial
civilization, and a respect for the natural environment.
 

The Yabuli resort is in Heilongjiang province,
renowned for an annual snow sculpting festival. It is
a contest in which the expansive, silvery white form
of the conference center roof would seem to fit right
in. Only instead of snow and ice, the structure’s roof
features a contoured array of aluminum panels.
Located at the foot of a 1,000 m tall mountain, the
conference center’s tentlike structure is defined by
soft, sloping lines. Casually mirroring its backdrop,
the structure settles quietly into the landscape,
integrating its presence with the sky, the ground, the
snow, the forest, and the mountain.
Facing a ski run on its west side, the structure meets
the slope of the mountain trail and extends out, the
tip of the roof gently lifting as if escaping gravity. The
rest of the roof seems to float down onto the
snowfields and fade into the ground.
A giant glass skylight at the center of the roof brings
natural light into the interior spaces of the building.
At night, the lights inside shine outward through the
skylight. Together, these forms of illumination act as
a symbol of the bright ideas and brilliant discussions
generated during the events held within..The main
lobby features an organic form and wood paneling
as well as a signature, curving wood-clad staircase

DR.P.MATHIYALAGAN M.E., Ph.D

CONFERENCE CENTER IN CHINA HIGHLIGHTS TECHNOLOGY, DESIGN, AND NATURE
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Over the last few decades, the Republic of
Azerbaijan has seen its capital city of Baku
transform into a modern metropolis defined by an
ever-changing skyline that features some of the
most eye-catching architecture in the world. The
recently completed Ministry of Taxation Tower,
with its signature form of stacked cubes
suspended from a circular central core, is the
latest addition to the growing number of the city’s
landmarks.
Commissioned by the Azerbaijan Ministry of
Economy, the 168 m, 32-story-tall tower comprises
approximately 30,000 sq m of commercial office
space. The building’s futuristic design and location
within a high seismic zone created several
challenges for the development team, which
included FXCollaborative as the design architect,
Tekfen Construction as the design-build
contractor, and Thornton Tomasetti as the
structural designer. Thornton Tomasetti was
retained by Tekfen to provide structural
engineering and construction services from the
design phase and throughout the construction
period.The tower’s striking architecture was
achieved by a series of 8.4 m tall, column-free
spaces located every six floors that serve as
outdoor green areas for tenants. 

BAKU TAXATION TOWER PROVIDES SOME
UNIQUE STRUCTURAL TWISTS

This creates an impression of stacked and rotating
cubes that seemingly float on top of each other.
The podium houses a 400-seat auditorium,
boardroom, cafeteria, and winter garden at grade.
This public plaza connects the new ministry tower
to the neighboring, original mid-rise ministry
building.
The auditorium is a three-story structure that is
linked to the adjacent tower by two pedestrian
bridges on level 2. The main entrance is below the
sloping seats, resulting in a dramatic focal point
for the plaza.
The tower sits at a critical juncture along Heydar
Aliyev Avenue, which connects Heydar Aliyev
International Airport to downtown Baku. There is
also a subtle bend in the avenue, which allows for
expansive views to and from the tower. This
sightline served as a guiding principle when
designing the building’s shape. Its rotating form
not only gives tenants amazing city views but also
helps improve solar performance.
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Aiming to foster the development of arts and culture,
the Taipei City Government Department of Cultural
Affairs commissioned a series of arts and cultural
projects across Taiwan, with the Taipei Performing Arts
Center as its most recent endeavor. The winning
design, developed by the Office for Metropolitan
Architecture with support from Arup, was selected
from a total of 135 entries from 24 countries at the
climax of a two-stage international design
competition held in 2008.The project broke ground in
2012, and the grand opening was held in August,
marking the conclusion of a complex 10-year
construction timeline.
The TPAC is in Taipei’s Shilin District, near its famous
Shilin Night Market and the Jiantan transit station. The
58,000 sq m complex includes three theaters — the
Grand Theater (1,500 seats), the Blue Box multiform
theater (800 seats), and the Globe Playhouse (800
seats) — that “plug” into the southern, northern, and
eastern faces, respectively, of a 12-story, 55 m tall
central cube.The steel-fabricated cube houses
backstage facilities, lobbies, offices, rehearsal rooms,
and workshop spaces for the theaters. The western
face features four towers housing elevators,
administrative offices, and other back-of-house
operations.

A unique aspect of the theaters is that they can
be used independently or, in the case of the
Grand and Blue Box theaters, can be combined
into what has been dubbed the Super Theater, a
design that accommodates a range of
performance types from classical Chinese opera
to modern dance to rock concerts. The dynamic
arrangement of stage and seating includes a
public circulation route that exposes sections of
the backstage to the public.
Each theater is supported by columns that
elevate the space by 10-22 m, and the Grand
and Blue Box theaters project as much as 37 m
from the cube’s sides. The auditoriums for these
two theaters feature rectangular, boxlike forms.
However, the TPAC’s most striking design element
is perhaps the Globe Playhouse, which is an
almost spherical auditorium, housed within a skin
comprising an inner and outer shell.

PERFORMING ARTS CENTER IN TAIWAN FOSTERS ARTS AND CULTURE
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The resiliency of the built environment encounters
its greatest challenges along the coastlines of the
world. This conflict between the natural and built
environments has been fought for decades along
North Carolina’s Outer Banks, a series of barrier
islands along the state’s coast.
Parallel to the coast on a thin sliver of shifting
sand is a stretch of North Carolina Highway 12 that
runs from the Marc Basnight Bridge (formerly the
Bonner Bridge) at the tip of the Oregon Inlet 72 mi
south to the Ocracoke Inlet. South of the Oregon
Inlet, the Atlantic Ocean can be seen over a short
sand dune to the east, and the Pamlico Sound is
visible to the west.
. .

I wish that everyone continue their untiring
efforts not only to retain this reputation but to
grow to further high standards.Innovations
Hub congratulates the staff and students
whole-heartedly for their participations in
various events viz. Workshops, Seminars,
Symposia and Fine Arts etc. Today’s students
are tomorrow’s leaders. Engineers are the
pillars of the society. To be an effective
pillar“An Engineer should act as Hercules’ way
of living to emancipate the society. ”Many
times we yield ourselves to make convenient
of ours.A great man is no longer being a great
man unless he does the great things without
any finite instruments for his service to the
society. 

THE RODANTHE JUG HANDLE BRIDGE, OPENED TO TRAFFIC IN JULY
2022, IS NORTH CAROLINA'S NINTH-LONGEST BRIDGE

B R I D G E  P L A N  V I E W



Visualize Your
Imagination
through lens

Make your every idea come alive with
just a couple of steps. It is easy to
imagine something, but not everyone
has the will to put that idea into action.
Don't waste every idea you've got. These
ideas can easily become reality. Start by
visualizing them. Turn your thoughts into
a picture.

Survey camp

MARCH 2023

The first necessity in surveying is to
prepare a plan and a section of an area to
be covered by the project. From these
prepared maps and sections, the best
possible alignment, amount of earthwork,
and other necessary details depending
upon the nature of the project can be
calculated. The planning and design of all
Civil Engineering projects such as railways,
highways, tunneling, irrigation, dams,
reservoirs, waterworks, sewerage works,
airfields, ports, massive buildings, etc. are
based upon surveying measurements.
During the execution of the project of any
magnitude is constructed along the lines
and points established by surveying.  The
measurement of land and the fixation of its
boundaries cannot be done without
surveying.



MAJOR PROGRAMS

ICE MEMBERSHIP

INAUGURATION

FOOD TRUCK DAY

MEMBERSHIP
BENEFITS

MARCH 2023JJCET

ICE membership is the mark of professional
excellence. Our professional qualifications -
Chartered Engineer, Incorporated Engineer and
Engineering Technician - command respect.

Ventured a new journey
towards technological
innovation in the field of
Civil Engineering with
the inauguration of
students chapter of
Institution of Civil
Engineerrs (ICE)

our ICE membership
gives you a host of
benefits to develop your
knowledge and career.
Explore the fantastic
benefits you can access
as a member.Can able to
work in a environment
where new technology
were developed



OVERALL MAPOUT
NEW

SOME RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THIS WEEK'S 

Naan mudalvan course for Architectural
Visualization @ PSNA College of
Engineering and Technology, Dindigul

LOTS OF NEW ACHIEVEMENTS
FOR YOUR WEEKEND

Happy to share that 05
Students from the
department of civil
Engineering  have
successfully completed Field
Visit to Trichy Agri Business
Incubation Forum (TABIF) 

JJCET   MARCH,2023 EDITION CIVIL

Business Incubator is value
adding service organization
aimed to foster the care of a
new venture at an early
stage,increase its chances for
survival and enhance the
growth potential by providing
integrated range of business

Our students discussing and planning for
drawings and plotting it .



JOURNALS AND PUBLICATIONS

You must learn a new way to

think before you can master

a new way to be. –Marianne

Williamson inspired me for

my publications

Dr.A.Ananthi

2

1

5

international
conferences

publications

webinats and FDP

1) Strength Properties and

water absorbtion of High

Performance Concrete with

Welding Slag as Fine

Aggregetes.

                        by A.Anandhi

EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE

AND ANALYSIS OF BIT –

PLASTIC ROAD

                  by N.Boopalraj
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OUR COLLABORATORS



PLACEMENT
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OUR RECRUITERS


